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Abstract 
This paper presents segmentation of multi-speaker meeting 
audio into four different classes: local speech, crosstalk, 
overlapped speech and non-speech sounds. Firstly, Bayesian 
Information Criterion (BIC) segmentation method is used to 
pre-segment the meeting according to speaker changing 
points. Then, harmonicity information is integrated into 
acoustic features to differentiate speech from non-speech 
audio segments. We use cascaded subband filters spread in 
pitch and harmonic frequency scales to characterize the 
harmonicity information. Finally, total energy and multi-pitch 
tracking algorithm are used to classify speech segments into 
local speech, overlapped speech and crosstalk audio types. 
Experiments conducted on subset of ICSI meeting corpus 
shown promising results in classifying four audio types. 
Index Terms: meeting transcription, BIC segmentation, 
bandpass filters, multi-pitch tracking, harmonic analysis 

1. Introduction 
Recognition of real spontaneous speech in multi-party 
conversations is a challenge. For example, in scenarios such 
as in multi-speaker meetings, each meeting participant is 
recorded in separate audio channels using head mounted 
microphones. In such meetings, speech is recorded as local 
speech in speaker’s channel as well as crosstalk in other 
channels. The crosstalk recorded from other participants who 
are close to the main speaker may register high volume and 
cause problems in meeting transcription. Furthermore, speech 
often overlaps because of interaction among participants. In 
addition, non-speech sounds such as laughs, coughs, breaths, 
microphone noises are frequently observed. In short, 
automatic transcription of meeting is a difficult task due to 
overlaps, crosstalk and non-speech sounds. The first step 
towards meeting transcription is to distinguish local speech, 
overlapped speech, crosstalk and non-speech audio types.  

Many studies have been reported in speech/non-speech 
detection. Acoustic features such as zero-crossing rate [1], 
pitch ratio parameter [2] are used to differentiate speech from 
non-speech audio. The types of non-speech audio vary with 
applications. For example, in audio understanding and video 
analysis applications, non-speech sound refers to music, 
environmental sounds and silence [3]; however, in meeting 
audio, we are interested in non-speech such as laughter, 
coughs, breaths etc. Rho [4] stated that non-speech audio such 
as applause and footstep are nonharmonic. Meyer [5] stated 
that in contrast to speech, non-speech audio of laughter 
contains less F0-variance and rich harmonic structure. In 
speech signal, harmonic and nonharmonic sounds are mixed 
since voiced components are harmonic while unvoiced 
components are nonharmonic [4]. In general, harmonic 
structures of speech and non-speech are different. Non-speech 
sounds include rich harmonic (eg., laughter) or nonharmonic 
(eg., footstep, breaths) signals. Speech sounds has mixed 
harmonic and nonharmonic components. Hence, harmonic 

information can be integrated into acoustic features to 
differentiate audio into speech and non-speech sounds.  

Very few studies have been reported in detecting speech 
overlaps and crosstalk in meeting audio. To detect speech 
overlaps, time-delay estimation and spatial cues [6] and 
speech production model [7] are used. In [8], feature 
normalization and cross-correlation processing are used to 
detect crosstalk. In [9], kurtosis, fundamentalness, cross-
correlation metrics, zero crossing rate and pitch prediction 
features are used to detect local speech, overlaps, crosstalk 
and silence in meeting audio.  

In this paper, we discuss a new approach to audio type 
classification of multi-speaker meeting. Note that speaker 
turning points strongly correlate with changes of audio types, 
for example, from local speech to crosstalk. Therefore, we 
propose pre-segmenting meeting audio based on speaker 
turning points using methods such as Bayesian Information 
Criterion (BIC). Then, the segments are further classified into 
speech and non-speech regions. Finally, total energy measure 
and multi-pitch tracking algorithm could be used to further 
classify channels of speech regions into local speech, overlaps 
and crosstalk.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, 
we discuss in details the procedures for feature extraction 
from an audio signal. In section 3, we discuss the meeting 
pre-segmentation. In section 4, we present the experiment and 
results. Finally, we conclude in section 5. 

2. Acoustic features 
We propose to use pitch and harmonic frequency scale based 
subband filters. Outputs of these filters contain information of 
harmonic structure of audio. These output subband energies 
are used to classify audio into speech and non-speech regions. 
We then use total energy and pitch information to further 
classify speech regions into 3 different audio types. 

2.1. Harmonicity of speech and non-speech 

In meeting audio, non-speech audio types refer to paper 
shuffling sounds, door slams, laughter, and silence. Laughter 
provides less pitch variation and higher harmonicity than 
speech. It also has other characteristics such as monotonous 
articulatory movements and unique rhythmical structure [5].  
Environmental noises such as paper shuffling and door slams 
are nonharmonic [4]. To summarize, speech and non-speech 
can be classified based on harmonicity. Harmonicity of the 
signal can be determined by variations in pitch and harmonic 
pattern. Fig. 1 (a), (b) and (c) represents the variations of 
pitch and harmonic pattern between two consecutive frames 
of speech, laughter and paper shuffling sounds respectively. 
As can be seen, pitch and harmonic pattern are varying 
between two consecutive frames of speech. However, for 
laughter, pitch and harmonic pattern become stable between 
two consecutive frames. No harmonic structure is observed 
for the audio of paper shuffling sounds. 
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Figure 1: Variation of pitch and harmonic pattern between 
two consecutive frames of (a) Speech and (b) Laughter (c) 

Paper shuffling sounds.

We implement cascaded subband filters [10] spread in 
pitch and harmonic frequency scales to catch harmonic 
pattern variations. 

2.2. Cascaded filters in pitch and harmonic 
frequency scale 

Table 1: Center frequencies and bandwidths of the 32 
subbands in the first layer. 

No. CF
(kHz)

BW
(kHz)  No. CF

(kHz)
BW

(kHz)
1 0.158 0.185  17 2.678 3.145 
2 0.315 0.370  18 2.835 3.330 
3 0.473 0.555  19 2.993 3.515 
4 0.630 0.740  20 3.150 3.700 
5 0.788 0.925  21 3.308 3.885 
6 0.945 1.110  22 3.465 4.070 
7 1.103 1.295  23 3.623 4.255 
8 1.260 1.480  24 3.780 4.440 
9 1.418 1.665  25 3.938 4.625 
10 1.575 1.850  26 4.095 4.810 
11 1.733 2.035  27 4.253 4.995 
12 1.890 2.220  28 4.410 5.180 
13 2.048 2.405  29 4.568 5.365 
14 2.205 2.590  30 4.725 5.550 
15 2.363 2.775  31 4.883 5.735 
16 2.520 2.960  32 5.040 5.920 

We use cascaded subband filter [10], as shown in the 
middle panels of Fig. 2, to integrate information about the 
harmonic pattern into acoustic features. The filter has two 
layers. The first layer has 32 overlapped rectangular filters. 
The first filter of the first layer is for pitch and the following 
filters are for a series harmonics. The bandwidth of the pitch 
filter spans from 65Hz to 250Hz. This bandwidth covers pitch 
of male and female in general [11]. Bandwidths of the 
following filters cover the harmonics of males and females. 
The entire band spans 65Hz ~ 8kHz. Center frequencies and 
bandwidths of all 32 subbands in the first layer are given in 
Table 1. 

Each filter of the first layer is divided into 5 non-
overlapped rectangular filters of equal bandwidth in the 
second layer as shown in the middle panels of Fig. 2. In total, 
we have 32 5 160� � subbands in the second layer.

Fig. 2 (a) ~ (f) shows how pitch variation is captured 
using first filter of the first layer. As mentioned above, there 
are 5 non-overlapped filters for each filter of first layer. In 
each figure, the signal in the upper panel is passed through 
the cascaded filters shown in the middle panel. Then, output 
amplitudes of 5 non-overlapped filters are computed and 

shown in lower panel. As can be seen, the location of the 
local maxima in the lower panels of Fig. 2(a) ~ (d) are the 
locations of pitch. No significant local maxima can be found 
in the filter outputs of paper shuffling sounds in Fig. 2(e) and 
(f). The cascaded filters capture variation of pitch position by 
tracking the local maxima of the subbands outputs in the 
second layer. Since cascaded filters includes subbands for 
pitch and harmonic frequency ranges in the first layer, these 
subbands work together to capture pitch and harmonic 
variation of the signal.
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Figure 2: Pitch variation between two consecutive frames 
and cascaded subband filtering: (a),(b) Speech for frames 1 

and 2 (c) ,(d) Laughter for frames 1 and 2 (e),(f) Paper 
shuffling sounds for frames 1 and 2.  For each figure, the 

upper panel shows the signal. The middle panel presents the 
frequency response of the cascaded subband filters. The 

lower panel demonstrates the output of the cascaded subband 
filters. The filters capture the position of pitch in the lower 

panel by locating the local maxima.

2.3. Spectral energy computation 

Audio signal is segmented into frames of 20ms with 10ms 
shift. Each frame is multiplied by a Hamming window. Then, 
each frame passes through a bank of 160 subband filters 
spaced in pitch and harmonic frequency scale from 65Hz to 
8kHz. The log energy of each band is calculated. Finally, a 
total of 160 Pitch and Harmonic Frequency scale based 
Spectral coefficients (PHFS) are computed for each audio 
frame. To integrate the information of pitch and harmonic 
pattern variations over time, we compute the time derivatives 
from two neighboring frames of PHFS. A total 160 
coefficients for first derivative and another 160 coefficients 
for second derivative are augmented. 

2.4. Multi-pitch tracking method 
Pitch is one of the most important features to identify 
speakers. Pitch information can be used to determine how 
many speakers co-exist in overlapped speech. For example, in 
a single speaker turn, only one pitch track can be observed 
across different channels. However, when more than one 
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speaker takes turns, multiple pitch tracks can be observed 
across different channels.  

We extract pitch information from the channels using 
multi-pitch tracking algorithm [12]. This algorithm is able to 
extract pitch tracks from the overlapped, non-overlapped and 
noisy speech. For overlapped speech, both signals should be 
relatively strong to extract multiple pitch tracks. If one of the 
signals is weak, the algorithm extracts the pitch track of the 
stronger one by assuming the weaker one as the background 
noise. 

2.5. Total energy function 
Total energy of an audio segment represents the volume of 
the signal. If multiple microphones are present and there is 
only one sound source, total energy can be an indicator of 
closeness of the microphone to the sound source. Total 
energy is the highest for the nearest channel microphone and 
gradually decreases as microphones distance from the sound 
source. Hence, total energy can be used to differentiate 
between local speaker channel and crosstalk channels. We 
define the total energy TE  of segment of N  length frames 
as follows, 

                   �
�

�
N

n
T nSE

1

2 )(                (1) 

where ( )S n is the signal. 

3. Meeting pre-segmentation 

Figure 3: Meeting with 3 participants. P1, P2 and P3 are 
channels with head mounted microphones for three 

participants. T1 is channel with desktop microphone. R1 ~ R6 
represent regions divided by speaker turning points across all 

channels. Black represents local speech. Gray represents 
crosstalk. And, blanks depict non-speech.

Fig. 3 shows an example of multi-speaker meeting 
scenario. P1, P2 and P3 are channels of meeting participants 
with head mounted microphones. T1 is a channel of desktop 
microphone. Black and gray segments are local speech and 
crosstalk respectively. Blanks are non-speech regions. Before 
segmenting a meeting into different audio types, each channel 
of the meeting is pre-segmented at speaker turning points. We 
use Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) method [13] for 
pre-segmentation. Example of BIC segment is shown in Fig. 
3. BIC method employs maximum likelihood approach based 
on two Gaussian models separated by a changing point. 
Performance of BIC segmentation relies heavily on the 
amount of data available for each of the two Gaussian 
models.  In general, BIC procedure is less accurate if the 
windows at the left and right of changing point, contrasting 
windows, are less than 2 seconds. 

4. Experiments and results 
Experiments are conducted on a subset of the ICSI meeting 
corpus [14]. Audio segments from 4 meetings (Bed008, 
Bed010, Bmr006 and Bro012) are used as training data. A 
total of 12 meetings1 are used as testing data. Audio signal is 
segmented into frames of 20ms with 10ms shift. Word-level 
transcripts are available for all the meetings in the corpus. 
However, speech and non-speech audio such as laughter are 
not separately labeled if the two segments are adjacent. We 
would like to segment meeting into 4 audio types, namely 
pure speech, overlaps, crosstalk and other non-speech audio. 
Therefore, the meetings are re-labeled based on these 4 audio 
types. 

Several experiments are conducted to segment the 
meeting into 4 audio types. First, we pre-segment the 
individual channel of the meeting using BIC method. We use 
PHFS features for the Gaussian modeling process in BIC 
segmentation. As mentioned in Section 3, BIC procedure is 
less accurate if the contrasting windows are shorter than 2 
seconds. Our audio data includes several short turns. 
Examples of short turns are speech overlaps and brief phrases 
such as ‘Ok’ and ‘Yes’. In order not to miss these short turns, 
we over-segment the audio using lower BIC threshold value. 
We measure the bias of BIC turning points from true turning 
points. Table 2 shows mean and standard deviation of bias 
and BIC segment duration. 

Table 2:  Mean (� ) and standard deviation (� ) of Bias 
and BIC segment duration (in seconds)

� �
Bias 0.24 0.04 

BIC segment duration 1.2 0.02 

We continue our experiment to classify BIC segments of 
each channel into speech and non-speech events. We train a 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMMs) for each of local speech, 
laughter, silence and non-speech sound (breaths, cough, door 
slam, paper shuffling) using segments from training data, 
each GMM having 8 mixtures. Then, PHFS features are 
computed from each of BIC segments and the best matched 
GMM model for each BIC segment is found. Each frame is 
assigned the label of the best matched GMM model from the 
respective BIC segment. We apply several rules on the frame 
labels across channels to decide speech or non-speech 
regions. If the frame labels from the channels of desktop 
microphone are silence, this frame is considered silence. 
Priority to decide silence region is given to desktop channels 
since these channels are free from constant breath noise.  
Many channels of head mounted microphones have constant 
breath noise with or without weak crosstalk. For non-silence 
regions, speech or non-speech is decided based on the votes 
from the participant channels. 

If voting is favorable to speech, the region is classified as 
speech. Otherwise it is non-speech. After applying rules, we 
combine short regions (<300ms) into its neighbors. Finally, 
we obtain the segments similar to R1 ~ R6 as shown in Fig. 3. 

                                                                

1 List of 12 test meetings: Bed004, Bed006, Bed009 Bed011,  
Bmr008, Bmr013, Bmr018, Bmr026, Bro004, Bro005, 
Bro007, Bro015.  

 T1 

 P2 

P3 

 P1 

R1          R2           R3             R4        R5        R6      

BIC Segment 
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We further classify channels of speech regions into local 
speech, overlap and crosstalk. Firstly, we decide how many 
speakers present in each speech region based on the pitch 
information. We obtain mean pitch value of each channel 
using multi-pitch algorithm mentioned in Section 2.4. Then, 
similarity of mean pitches is determined across the channels 
using a threshold. Channels with similar pitch are grouped. If 
more than one pitch group is detected the region is classified 
as overlapped region, otherwise it is classified as single 
speaker turn. For overlapped regions, channel with maximum 
energy within a same pitch group is selected as overlapped 
speech and the rest of the channels are classified as crosstalk. 
For region of single speaker turn, channel with maximum 
energy is classified as local speech and other channels are 
classified as crosstalk.  

The true positive rates and false alarm rates were 
computed at the frame and are presented in Fig. 4 for 
individual audio types and for each test meeting. The results 
show that all the audio types obtain relatively high true 
positive rates. Overlapped speech has slightly lower true 
positive rate than other audio types. The reason is that 
durations of most overlapped speech segments are very short 
and these can not be classified correctly. False alarm rates are 
generally low except for crosstalk. When the speaker turn 
his/her head away from local microphone, local speech 
becomes weak and it is wrongly classified as crosstalk. To 
compare the effect of PHFS features with other features, we 
replace PHFS features with traditional features of MFCC (12 
coefficients together with 1st and 2nd derivatives) and LPCC 
MFCC (12 coefficients together with 1st and 2nd derivatives) 
in the experiments of 4 audio types classification. Average 
error rates and false alarm rates over 4 audio types across 12 
test meetings are presented in Table 3. The results show that 
PHFS feature outperforms the traditional features 
consistently. 
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Figure 4: True positive rates (upper line) and False alarm 
rates (lower line) per meeting for 12 test meetings using 
PHFS as feature for speech/non-speech classification

Table 3:  Average error rates (ER) and False alarm rates 
(FAR) over 4 audio types

 PHFS MFCC LPCC 
ER(%) 23 24.1 27.8 

FAR(%) 10.4 11 11.7 

5. Conclusion 

We have presented an approach to segment multi-speaker 
meeting into 4 audio types: local speech, overlapped speech, 
crosstalk and non-speech segments. Our contributions to the 
multi-speaker meeting segmentation can be summarized as 
follows: 1) we propose to use Bayesian Information Criterion 
(BIC) method for meeting pre-segmentation. 2) we propose to 
integrate pitch and harmonic pattern variations in acoustic 
features for speech and non-speech classification 3) we 
propose to use total energy and multi-pitch tracking algorithm 
in combination with a rule-based classification scheme to 
classify speech into local speech, overlapped speech and 
crosstalk. Experimental evaluations have shown that 
relatively high accuracies are obtained in classification of 4 
audio types. 
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